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etermined not to live through a
repeat of the Australian sweep in
Ft. Walton Beach, Florida, Americans trekked to Australia to face
the Aussies on their home ground. The
Aussies were calling it Thunder Down
Under, but the Americans were determined to quiet the thunder. Instead, with
one exception, they seemed thunder
struck.
For complete results see page 64
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LESSONS
LEARNED
Jay Glaser has crewed for some of the
best catamaran sailors in the world . He
sailed with Randy Smyth in their silver
medal winning Olympic effort at the Los
Angeles games HOTLINE asked Glaser,
who teamed up with Hoble Alter Jr. at Port
Macquarie, to write about what he may
have learned from his first championship
Hobie regatta. His observations and tips
follow
Standing on the beach peeling off multiple
layers of soggy clothing, I was a picture of
dejection. It seemed that we had gone
from one bad situation to another, fighting
our way through the fleet the wrong way
and ending up in the lower sixties where
you have to start counting the boats
behind you, not in front.
It wouldn't have been so bad except I
expected to be in the top five like the day
before. I went down the list of woes with a
fellow crew. "If only it wasn't so cold. If only
the main was flatter. If only we could rake
back a lot further. If only we sailed in wind
like that at home." He listened sympathetically then laughed and said, "If 'ifs' and
'buts' were candy and nuts everyday
would be Christmas." It not only ryhmed,
but, in my hypothermal state, it made a lot
of sense. We knew it was going to be
windy at the Tornado World Championship, but did Randy Smyth and I sail in
over twenty knots, let alone race? We knew
it had to be cold that far north in Europe
but did we check out what the locals wore?
We knew it was going to be a long and
grueling regatta, but did we make an effort
to get in shape? In order to sail up to your
potential you have to eliminate as many ifs
and buts before you go to the regatta as
possible. That's called preparation.
From my experience in sailing other
classes, I knew that big gains could be
made by spending time in the boat before
the regatta. Did Hobie Jr. and I do this? No
way. Our first time sailing together was on
the way to the start line of the first race. We
both lacked time in the 18 sailing with
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anyone. So, of course we had our share of
snafus, all magnified by the twenty to thirty
knot wind Playing "I thought you had the
mainsheet" was a quick way to take a dip
after a hectic leeward mark rounding. Then
there was our memorable "Can we cross?"
Is he on the layline? Can't duck now. Can't
cross. Tack!" Sure enough, the other boat
was on the layline. We were too, briefly,
then he rolled over us and it took another
two tacks to get around the mark. We only
made the mistakes once, but the cost was
five places each time. If only. .. The eventual winners, Gary Metcalf and Brian Miers,
were not only fresh from a very competitive
summer, including the windy national

championship, but had been spending
time sailing against Michael and Chris
Metcalf.
If only we had gone sailing a few times
with Jeff and Paula Alter before the long
flight down under. When two boat tu ning, it
is best to sail with someone who is close in
ability. Before you even leave the beach,
go over exactly what youCJ like to accomplish i.e. upwind, reaching, downwind
Then, identify all the tuning variables you
can try such as rake, sheet tension, traveller, jib leads etc. Once on the water, start
sailing close together, about two boat
lengths, but not blanketing. When you are
up to full speed, note relative positions and
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sail for five minutes. Stop and sail back to
your starting spot. Discuss who was faster,
who was going higher, if any windshifts
favored one boat over another. Then
switch places with the weather boat going
to leeward and do it again. For a very small
investment in time, you get a great idea of
how adjustments affect speed. You also
improve boat handling and get more comfortable with sailing just by spending time
on the water. An Aussie Smyth and I did
this with felt that he learned more in one
day than during an entire regatta. He was
always next to a fast boat and he could be
less conservative and try radical adjustments he might not normally do during the

pressure of a regatta.
The concept of beach tuning was new to
me. Instead of always sailing the same
boat and tweaking it a little for changing
conditions, you have to be able to go to a
new boat each race, tune it to where your
last boat was, then adjust for any changes
in conditions. Lacking the insight gained
from time on the boat, it was a little hit and
miss for us and we ended up copying the
teams we thought were moving well. Since
the conditions didn't change much, it was a
little easier to narrow down the tune. What
did we do for speed in twenty to thirty knot
winds? We tuned for acceleration. If you
de powered too much, you couldn't point or
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get through the waves and flat spots, too
little and you would just fly a hull and not
go anywhere. So, we raked the mast back
until it two-blocked with the sheet tension
maxed. Some thought that rake was more
important than rig tension and went back
even further. Most however, had the rig
tight but not so tight that the mast wouldn't
rotate downwind.
The mast was rotated ninety degrees for
upwind and the diamonds could be
touched to the mast twenty inches above
their attachment points. The mainsheet
tension was tight and we stayed in control
by dropping the traveller down in the puffs.
(The fact that the traveller went down 24
inches was hard to get used to.) Crew
weight in the top five varied from the
minimum (Metcal0 to 320 pounds (Hobie
Jr. and me).
When changing gear on the beach, it is
best if it is easily removable so you can rig
the new boat with a minimum of fuss. It is
also a big plus to sail your own boat in its
"stock" condition (set up like a world championship boat). This way you don't go
through a huge culture shock when your
special jib system is no longer right at
hand. Some items to consider bringing are
a tiller extension, a mainsheet restrainer, a
crew restrainer or suicide line, some tools
in a small tramp bag such as small vise
grips, screwdrivers, Hobie key and a file.
Throw in a small roll of duct tape and a few
useful spares like clevis pins and shackles.
All of these can help avoid panic when you
discover something not quite right on the
water.
The only other item we had to adjust was
trapeze height. A lot of the teams were
bragging about how low they were sailing
on the water. This is fine in flat water, but in
short, steep, chop, it is an invitation to get
blasted off the side of the boat. Sure
enough, after a few schooners of the new,
the crews would start pointing to various
abrasions and bruises and talk about the
waves that were sweeping them away.
Points for style, but not for function. Hang
as low as you can, but remember that irs
much faster to sail over waves than
through them. A little higher could make
you alot faster in high swells.
The next eye opener was the sort of
tactics needed to be successful out on the
water. In our first race we had blind luck.
We had such a bad start that we had to
tack away immediately. We sailed the
weather leg in clear air the whole way, hit
the layline right on and headed for the
mark with the starboard tack advantage. I
was baffled that most of the boats which
had gone left had overstood and we beat
all three around the mark. It wasn't until the
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finals that I understood what was going on.
With great speed and a clean pin end start
we started pointing and working on the
guy to weather and soon forced him to
tack away The port layline came up very
quickly but we couldn't quite cross the next
boat on our weather quarter. We couldn't
quite tack and duck. We couldn't quite give
him any gas and force him off. We were
pinned. He overtsood slightly while we
overstood more and the two boats below
us were even worse off. By the time we
reached into the weather mark and crash
tacked in a tiny hole in the starboard tack
parade, the skipper we had forced off
soon after the start was already down on
the run.
Lots of time to reel him in? No. Not only
are the legs short, but the courses are too.
At the bottom mark, we were overlapped,
but he was inside so we footed to get by
him to leeward after the rounding. The
leaders added a little bad air so we footed
some more as everyone sprinted to the
beach. Our friend stayed high in clear air
and we couldn't quite catch him before the
weather mark. Not feeling very good about
it, we could only follow him down the
reaches and up the short beat to the fin ish.
As we discovered, a start with speed on
the favored end with clear air isn't the
perfect start unless you can tack when you
want to. Since the boats are short, you
have to think about this before the gun
goes off. If you are pinned and want to go
right think about slowing down and tacking
as soon as the boat to weather rolls over
you. If you want to go left, always be
working to create a hole in which to tack.
Sometimes, when you find yourself the
controlling boat in this case, it pays to
overstand slightly and force all of the boats
to leeward to sail to the mark in your wake.
As you approach the mark to port, there
is usually the decision to tack under or to
duck the starboard boats. The closer you
are to the mark, the more you should think
about tacking under boats because you
have less to lose if you get rolled and the
closer to the weather mark you get , the
more boats are pinching (therefore making
it easier to tack in front of them) or reaching
(in which case they are out of your air
faster).
Cover early If a boat is close to you at
the weather mark, chances are good that
the same boat will be close to you at the
finish so start making sure they will be
close behind you early on.
The first leeward mark is almost as
important as the first beat. It's almost as
crowded and here you set up for your last
chance to make any major gains (or
Continued on page 52
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TEAM
METCALF

At the Absolut Hobie 16 World Championship in Ft. Walton Beach, Florida, the Americans found themselves asking "Who is
Gary Metcalf and how did he become
such a good sailor without anybody noticing?" Well, the fact was that MetcaH had
been an excellent sailor for some time on
the Australian Hobie circuit and on a world
level as well. As far back as 1981, Metcalf
was making his presence felt. He placed
fourth at the Hobie 14 World Championship
in Brazil, and younger brother Mike Metcalf
placed seventh at the most recent 14 World
Championship in the Philippines. In January of 1984, the elder Metcalf took the
Hobie 14 Australian National Championship and went on to place fourth at the
Australian Hobie 16 Championship later
that year.
So Gary Metcalf has been around for
awhile, but only a few Australians really sat
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up and took notice. After all, the Australian
scene meant Ian Bashford, Brett Dryland
and Rod Waterhouse and Metcalf had not
beaten them. It wasn't his time. As far as
most people knew, Metcalf was another
good Hobie sailor who would place highly
but whether or not he would win a major
championship was a question most of the
Hobie community did not consider.
Except for Keith Metcalf. As father to
Gary, the oldest son; Mike, and the youngest, Chris, Keith Metcalf was not at all
surprised by his sons' success in Florida.
Nor was he surprised when his son won
the Hobie 18 World Championship in Port
Macquarie, Australia to become the first
person ever to hold two Hobie World
Championsh ip titles at the same time. After
all, it was part of a plan that the entire
family had worked on for some years, and
to Keith Metcalf, who has the mind of an
engineer ("I've done a lot of engineering,"
he says, "but I'm not an engineer.'), the
world titles won by his son are the natural
and logical result of hard work on the part
of the entire family The Gary Metcalf story,
then, is really the story of a family
The Metcalfs live in Queensland, the
northern most state in Australia, wh ich is
situateri about 600 miles north of Sydney
in New South Wales. To many of Sydney's
urban dweilers, Queensland is the backwoods and it's not uncommon for
inhabitants of either region to disagree
about the relative merits of each other's
home state. Indeed, the casual observer
might assume that a typical Australian is
loyal to his state first and his country
second. It is this interstate rivalry which
added extra sweetness to Gary's victory in
Port Macquarie since both Bashford and
Dryland are from New South Wales. Whatever other advantages Queensland mayor
may not possess, the fact is that it has
provided an ideal environment for the Metcalfs to learn their sport.
The Metcalf home lies on a bay very
near the Pacific coast. It was natural, then,
that the Metcalfs would find themselves
sailing. Gary and Michael took a brief
lesson from a rental operator, caught the
sailing bug and continued on from there to
learn the mastery of sailing. Once the boys
became very interested in sailing, their
father decided that if they wanted to race,
they were going to do it as well as they
could, and that they were doing it to win.
From then on, Hobie racing has been a
very large part of the Metcalf life.
This sort of dedication was very evident
at the two world championships Gary Metcalf won. The moment his boat would hit
the beach "Team Metcalf" as the family has
been called, went into action. Each family
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member has specific responsibilities.
There is little discussion aside from those
items pertinent to the job at hand. The
previous race is discussed as are what
specific tuning techniques should be used
for the prevailing conditions at the time.
Precision is probably not too strong a word
for the way in which the Metcalfs set upon
the boat as soon as they know which boat
is assigned to them.
What is new and somewhat different
about this sort of approach is that this team
effort and precision which is so evident at
championships is really just an extension of
the Metcalfs' sailing life at home. Most of
the sons' free time is expected to be spent
sailing, and most weekends, their father
oversees the rigging and tuning of the
family Hobie Cats. This rigging is to be
done even if there is very little wind. If there
is wind, hours of match racing against
other members of the family is the next
order of the day Normally, several tuning
options will be tried during the day to see
which techniques perform better in which
conditions. One tuning option is tried at a
time and scientifically analyzed to determine what effect it had on the boars speed.
Then that bit of tuning is reversed to irs
original position at the start of the day and
another option is tried. In this way, Keith
Metcalf methodically checks every aspect
of tuning which may give an advantage to
his sons' efforts.
This is why Keith Metcalf has been
called a "master tuner," and it is a title he
approves of. He feels that tuning does play
a large role in the success of a racer at the
top levels of competition. All other things
being equal, Metcalf asserts that tuning
can make the difference, and when he
talks of tuning a boat, he sounds like an
aircraft technician describing his craft.
"When we buy a new Hobie," he says, "we
take it over to our shop and completely
take it apart so that we have Hobie all over
the floor. Then we rebuild it com pletely so
the boat is exactly the way it was first
designed."
If that sounds a little like an auto racing
crew chief talking, it is no accident, for
Metcalf likens the success of his family's
efforts to those of famed Australian auto
racer Peter Brock. "Now Brock races these
Commodores [a type of Australian stock
car) just like we have out in the drive. But
he has the car so finely tuned that everything is perfect. He takes the pistons out
and if each one is not precisely the same
weight, then he mills a piece off the one
thars too heavy Thafs what we do here.
Every1hing on our boats is perfect. We look
over every1hing. I even make Chris rub
Continued on page 52
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LIGHTNING
STRIKES
TWICE
It was billed as ''Thunder Down Under" and
the Hobie 18 World Championship
matched that billing with room to spare as
the windy weather and a superior exhibition of sailing skill combined to create one
of the best world championships in recent
years. The week in Port Macquarie, Australia also produced the first ever dual
world champion, Gary Metcalf, who now
holds both the Hobie 16 World Championship title and the Hobie 18 crown.
"That was the toughest Hobie Cat fleet in
the world, ever," said Ian "Fresh" Burns after
the event was over. "There were two
medalists in the Olympic Tornados, there
were ten world championship titles represented out there; it was tough sailing."
Port Macquarie, a small resort town on
Australia's eastern seaboard, was quite a
sight when the first sailors began arriving
on the Saturday before the racing officially
a raging storm
began. After weeks of
battered the Queensland coast churning
up ten to fifteen foot waves which ran at
twenty knots (This speed was clocked by a
powerboat that could only muster thirteen
knots.). The waves broke across the mouth
of the river through which the sailo.rs would
have to negotiate their boats in order to get
to the race course. To some, the scene of
Hobie sailors jumping over the large waves
was reminiscent of the shots from the
Hobie film "Sharing The Wind" and the
famous wave jump sequence. The only
difference was that many of the skippers
had little experience in waves of such
magnitude. The result was some significant
boat damage and several cases of lost
crews, but, fortunately, no injuries were
reported.
All of this heavy air and rough seas
played directly into the hands of the Australians who have always been known for
their excellence in heavy conditions. In
fact, the Australian sailors have now
become known for their excellence in all
conditions. After all, they took the top three
8 Y
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places in Ft. Walton Beach's light air at the
Absolut Hobie 16 World Championship.
Still, heavy wind is the Australian forte, and
although there were two days of more
moderate wind (by American standards),
all sailors had to be able to handle the
tough, almost survival condi tions presented by twenty to 25 knot winds and ten
foot swells.
By the time the quali fying series, easi ly
won by Gary Sanderson of Australia , was
complete, so was the storm which had
concerned skippers. The morning of the
first race of the championship series
dawned b right and warm with the wind
blowing out of the southeast at fifteen
knots.
Carlton Tucker, sailing with Burns, kicked
the event off to a good start for the Americans with a victory as Graeme Sanderson
took second and another American, Dave
Lung of Hawaii , took third. Since form er
world champions Brett Dryland and Ian
Bashford (who led briefly, but suffered a
breakdown after ''/\' mark) were also in that
first grouping, the Americans proved that
the Australians could be beaten in their
home waters. But by taking a vi ctory in his
first race, Gary Metcalf demonstrated that
he was not yet prepared to show any
weaknesses despite hard sailing by Hobie
Alter Jr., who finished second and Australia's Scott Anderson who finished third.
In the third race of the series and of the
day, Ian Bashford recovered from his fourth
place finish in the fi rst race to take a victory
Jeff Alter held on to finish second and
Metcalf took third. After one day, the early
results were just about as expected. A mix
of top American and Aust ralian sailors
were dominating and the Americans, who
came to Australia with hopes of winning
their first Hobie 18 World Championship,
had reason to be optimistic.
A fierce windstorm blew in just in time for
the second day of racing. Although the
skies were clear, the winds were a steady
35 knots with gusts approaching fifty The
race committee met and decided to
postpone the early action at least until that
afternoon. Some skippers wanted to brave
the high wind and rough seas, but as the
storm continu ed, most were forced to
agree with the committee that the condi tions were just too rough and presented a
danger to even the experienced sailors
gathered there. Finally, the committee
called off all racing for the day This deci sion put the race commitee in the position
of needing five races on Friday to ensure
that all sailors would have fou r races each
to allow for a throwout.
Good race management, excellent skipper cooperation and fast turn arounds on
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the beach enabled races four, five, six and
seven to be held on Friday Ten knot winds
were blowing for the first race of the day
and after watching high winds blow all day
on Thursday, most skippers were glad to
see the wind moderate.
Once again, Tucker charged out to take
first place and become the only sailor with
two wins under his belt. He was quickly
becoming the man to beat. Dryland
finished second and Hawaii's Mike
Furukawa finished third.
The winds for the fifth race increased
slightly to about twelve knots but compared to some of the conditions seen
earlier, the water and wind appeared to be
calm. Brett White of'Australia surprised
most observers by taking and holding a
large lead over Aussies Frank O'Rourke
and Craig Findley as well as Ian Bashford
and Hobie Alter Jr.
Race six saw Tucker and Metcalf meet
head to head for the first time in the series,
and Metcalf come out on top. Scott Anderson of Australia finished second with
Tucker coming in third. This meant that
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Metcalf and Tucker had exactly the same
scores two firsts and one third each. Since
Dryland finished in the tenth spot in race
six, and had an earlier eleven point finish,
the series was shaping up as a match
between Metcalf and Tucker with Ian
Bashford and Hobie Alter Jr. standing an
outside chance of moving into first.
Australia's John McCartney came out of
nowhere to win the seventh race but
Tucker slipped down to sixth position and
had to use that as his throwout at the end
of the first round of sailing. Bashford
finished with twelve points and would have
to use that as a throwout instead of one of
his earlier fourth places. When Hobie Alter
Jr. finished with six points in the eighth and
final race of the first phase of the series, he
was forced to use that as his throwout,
while Metcalf, who sailed to victory in race
eight was able to remove his third place
finish from his score and show three firsts.
This left him in first place overall going into
the finals with 2.25 points.
Tucker was still very close to Metcalf with
4.5 points. Bashford, with 8.75 pOints;
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Scott Anderson, sailing with former Tornado World Champion Chris Cairns, with
ten points and Hobie Alter Jr. with twelve
points, were all within striking distance, but
Metcalf would have to show signs of disintegrating and he appeared to be sailing
very well. He was even becoming
more aggressive at starts.
There's a superstition among racing sailors, especially among Hobie Cat racers,
that irs bad luck to be leading after the cut
to the final 36. It was bad luck for Keith
Christensen who seemed unbeatable at
the world championship in Florida, and
many thought that Metcalf was due for a
fall. Metcalf himself however, was unconcerned about luck.
Winds were up again for Saturday, the
first day of the finals. Seas were rough and
most sailors took a beating at the hands of
the swells. The Australians called it a
"basher" day and it was obvious why
Bashford narrowed the gap by finishing
second to Dryland while Tucker took fourth
and Metcalf slipped to sixth. Metcalf's finish
could be thrown out so Tucker did not pick
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up much ground. However. if Metcalf had
another finish below the top five, Tucker
would be in a good position to advance.
Unfortunately for the American, Metcalf
quashed all realistic hopes with two consecutive victories while Tucker finished with
another fourth and a second respectivley.
Going into the final day then, Metcalf
had a mere 6.75 points to Tucker's 14.5.
Bashford was close behind Tucker with
15.75. Although it was arithmetically possible for Tucker or Bashford to catch Metcalf,
few thought it could be done unless an
unforseen breakdown or penalty could
step in and come to the aid of Tucker and
Bashford.
Sunday's first race demonstrated that no
such aid was coming. Metcalf simply was
not about to let victory slip away He
finished third behind Hobie Alter Jr., and
Robert Engwirda of Australia. Bashford
took fifth and Tucker sixth. Now the race
was for second. A quarter point separated
Tucker in second and Bashford in third.
With Metcalf covering Tucker and
Bashford to ensure his crown, the racing
was hardly wide open between the top
three competitors Bashford needed to
take fifth or better to capture second, but
could only manage seventh. Tucker used
his final thirteenth as a throwout and Metcalf tossed his eighth. Tucker had held on
to finsh second, but except for Hobie Alter
Jr.'s fifth, no other Americans had reached
into the top ten. Remarkably, no other
nationality, with the exception of Grant
Snowden of New Zealand who finished
twenty-third, made it into the top 36.
Indeed, only four Amercians made it that
far. So, only five of the top 36 places were
not held by an Australian.
This meant that the rivalry between the
Aussies and the Americans would continue on for another year. But, unlike most
other rivalries, the Aussie-American contest is one of the friendliest rivalries in
sport. Several teams like Tucker/Burns
combined nationalities on the same boat.
Many Americans found homes with the
Australians they have known from past
events. Make no mistake, the competition
is fierce and the sailing hard. Even the beer
drinking contest (which, to add insult to
injury was won by the Queensland team
which included Metcal0 is hotly contested.
The fellowship, shared by all Hobie Cat
racers from all parts of the world combined
with excellent sailing and demanding
weather to create one of the best world
championships ever. In fact , Wayne
Schafer, who has probably attended more
Hobie Cat championships than any other
person, called it "one of the most successful events I've been to."
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TEAM METCALF

Continued from page 30

Continued from page 31

losses). By now you should know several
vital facts: whether you are pointing or
footing, which side is favored and where
you r competition is. Put all of this together
before you get to the mark so you can set
up for th e most advantageous rounding. If
you want to go right and can't foot, you
can't afford to be outside anyone at the
mark. Slow down and take a few transoms
then work hard for the inside pOSition.
Don't go to a worlds and expect to have
a huge boatspeed edge. There are more
places to be gained from clean, confident,
boat handling and agressive, smart tactics
with equal speed. Keeping all of this in
mind, if I were to try for the next Hobie
World Championship, here's what I would
try to do:
1. Buy any old Hobie 14 and a new sail.
2 . Get as many of my frie nds to do
number 1 as I could.
3. Get everyone out as much as possible in all conditions (That should be easy
since sailing in a group is always more
fun.).
4. Invite guest experts to come and sail
wi th us, watch us and coach us.
5. Ask everyone in the class as many
questi ons as I could think of.
6 . Sail as many regattas as possible.
7. Try to preq ualify.
8. Go to the worlds and have fun' K..

down the rudder castings so there's no
casting marks and they are highly
smooth... But I never, never go outside the
lines of the boat ."
It is this attention, and perhaps even love
of tuning that other people see on the
beach at a national or world championship. Because they keep their boats at
home in stock condition, they are not
surpri sed by the boats they see at these
events. Rather, because they know so
much about how the boats perform best
with proper equipment, they are in a good
position to set each boat so that it is able to
achieve its ma ximum potential. This is
Keith Metcalf's department and his major
contribution to the sailing team. "I tell my
boys, 'Don't you worry about the boat. I'll
make the boat go. You get out there and
bloody well sail it.' Th afs our mutual agreement with all my boys. Irs a team effort."
This intensity carries over into the other
aspects of raCing besides tuning. Just as
Keith Metcalf expects his boats to be near
perfect , he expects his sons to sail as well
as they possibly can. "He'll critisize you
after the race," says Gary, "and say you
cou ld have won by a thousand miles. And
that's when you did win."
Gary does not seem to m ind his father's
emphasis on winning. After all, he says, he
and his brothers made a decision to race
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sailboats. All their father is doing is holding
them to that commitment and making sure
they race as well and with as much success as th ey can. Obviously, th e system
has worked. Gary has now set his si ghts
on a thi rd title, the Hobie 14 World Championship, which will be held in Puerto Rico
this fall. Soft spoken, and perhaps not
wanting to jinx himself, Gary shrugs when
asked about the 14 title, but then smi les
and says "It would be nice, wou ldn't it?"
Wayne Schafer, who has seen more
Hobie champions come and go over the
years than anybody with the possible
exception of Hobie Alter and Sandy Ban ks,
would not be at all su rpri sed if Gary Metcalf did wi n in Puerto Rico. Schafer began
his Hobie sailin g career in the days when
the sailors would show up at a Southern
California beach, get in a couple of races
drink some beer and surf their 14s through
the waves. At Port Macquarie, he watched
the teamwork and machine-like exactitude
with which the Metcalf family pursues winning. He also saw the success reaped by
these efforts.
Later, he talked about the Metcalf system
and what the Americans learned from it.
Schafer believes that from now on, racing
Hobie Cats on a championship level is
going to be different.
"You
just show up at a couple of
regattas and sail off with a world champi·
onship anymore. This is what it's going to
take."
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SKIPPER
Gdry Metc alfe/ Br l cln Mie rs
Carlton Tuck e r / I an (Fr o sh) Bur n s
I all Bashfor d /S tev en \.; hll h n
Brett Dry ed nd / Sco tt
Hobie Alt er. J r /JIl Y Gloser
Scott Ande r son. Ch i rs Co.lrns
Phil Kel o nd- Kn igh t I John D.lckso n
Mitch Booth/Br i a n Green ! ie l d
Gr<.l l!:me Sander son / E r i c St" n d
G6ry Sander s cn /P I:: t.e r H <:i t.'MS
«. De dn FrOC1:'le 10M. Mc Fdll t 1
Cl i v e Do n ald Kl.: nnady / St u l1t't Br own
Ro bl!rt En gwlrdQ / Ker r y Da 'l t e
Brett Wat so;)/ P€t or Wa t k
Met ca l fe
Mi c ha el
Tony Laur e n l Oan : e l Prddel
AI::.c r
Jef! Al t e r j F ul
Jor da n
Frdnk O'
Phi 1 Da sh/ Glen n Bd SS
Hichde l
....... / Br i a n Schatz
Br e t t Wh it e/ St u .. rt Noak e s
Chr i s t roph e I' Russe ll / S ha na Russ e ll
Gr an t Sn o...den / Sco t t Brow n
Mdrk ?r y k p / J a mi e :-1o r r i :son
John Sluck/Dob Bld nch
Mur r ay
J o hn
Gr <l ha m P" le s y / W.. rr en Pc. l e sy
Lung / De .. n Mu nn
e g u s (.ITor. y e wus (T.L.)
Matt
Moor e ho use
Bill Nor r Ql1 / Aa r on Worrall
Cr <l. i g F in dlay/K a thy B.. r ne s
Ian Mack. a y/ F ra n k Gl d ch..L.n
G. V.n Dyk_ / G. Field
Ma r k. Ldru tr / Ch r is Ri t .nou r
Keit h Glov e r / ile n
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SKIPPER
Ga,y S a nder s o n
John McCart ne y
fra nk 0 ' Ro u :- ke
9rett Watsoll
Scott Ander son
John Bl ack
Brett Whi te
J . Klrkpatr lck
Matt Burg ess
Blll No r:- a li
Ke l th Glover
Cr" i g F'l nd !d. y
G. Van Dyke
Rober t Mc l.ea n
Pa scal Ba c h e t
Studr t Malo u f
Steve Hi c kford
Dave Lun g
Robe rt Mugq le t o n
Pet e r Craw fo rd
T ed Lin d l e y
John Loc kwoo d
DE:: r e k Young
Craig Unthank
Robe rt De rwin
Pat Norqan
Ma rk Wilson
Denn i s cabb an
Ricky Bl ac k
Robe rt Ndgy
Paul Dalley
Robert Pit ta....a y
Garry Holt
Pe t e r Barnes
And rew Hu r f o rd
Graham Roc h es t er
Geoffre y Wal s h
Rob Whittake r
Ph il Lloyd
Al e x Lephe rd
Rudo lf Wagn er
Lou l s - Charl e s
De Li n cl Maye r
I u n B,i r t on
Dc <1 n \o,' i l is
Ge off Par tr idge
wa y:'. !; Roq \:- r »C:l
Jos e
Joh n Dinsd ale
ad
Do miny I II
Do. Vl d Se e
Rick Hohe n h au s en
Te rry B O b rdl"dn
Gordo n lsco
Ro be rt Radfenl
Ki e th Da v idso n
wi I li u M Donl.ny
Ken MCCt' c1 dy
ROtert. Go l ono.... sk 1
t-t ,c hcal Fearns i de
Dd Vi d Hoed
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Au str u l ia
Aust r ali a
Au s tr ali. a
Au:str .'tl.!..
Austr ali a
Au str .. l,ia
Austr a1 i(l
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Austra ... .ia
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